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Kirkcudbright Primary School

Helping your 
child to read
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Summary

1 Let your child see you read for pleasure.

2 Praise your child when they say the right 
word after noticing it is wrong themselves, 
(self-correcting).

3 Encourage your child to use clues about what 
the word might be. E.g. What sound does the word 
begin with? Does that word make sense in the 
story? Do the pictures help you?

4 Give them time to try to work out what the word is, 
about 6 seconds.

5 Encourage your child to use their finger to point to 
each word if  they miss words or lose their place.

6 Ask your child questions about the book to check 
for understanding.

7 Ask your child to retell the story to check 
for understanding.

8 Reread familiar books to build confidence.

9 Encourage reading with expression. 
Encourage your child to pay attention to 
punctuation particularly full stops.
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Beginning readers
Children develop their understanding of reading by listening to you read stories 
to them. Whilst many will understand it is important to read for information, they 
need to see that reading is an important source of enjoyment. Boys benefit from 
seeing Dads and male relatives read. Reading is our portal to gaining knowledge 
and ideas about things we may have no direct experience of. Reading about 
characters and situations, is a way of developing our own emotional intelligence. 
Children will value the time we spend 1:1 with them.
We can support the development of reading skills by using positive language so 
that our children see reading as a positive experience. For example we can say; 
‘Does that sound right? Can we try it again?’ ‘Could you use your sounds to help 
you?’ rather than ‘No it’s felt, not left.’ This way we are encouraging our children 
to develop strategies to decode rather than relying on us to correct them. Saying 
‘Well done you self-corrected’ will encourage them to repeat this behaviour.

Understanding print – story and meaning
Before you read a story with your child:
• Talk about the title and the pictures on the cover
• Look through the pictures together
• Discuss what you think the story might be about
• Read the story to your child. Point to the words as you read them
• Re-read the story with your child, encourage them to join in with repeated 

phrases
• Discuss any new vocabulary. If your child does not understand the meaning of 

a word, give them the meaning and ask them to put it into a sentence of their 
own. This helps them to assimilate their learning

Ask questions like:
• What was your favourite bit?
• Why do you think Sammy fell into the water?

Ask your child to talk about any similar experiences that they may have had. Ask 
questions e.g. has this ever happened to you? How did you feel? 
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Your child’s first school reading book
Your child will receive a reading book once they have enough sounds knowledge 
to have success with their reading. This happens at different times for each 
pupil. This is an important moment for them. At the beginning they will have 
to concentrate hard to be able to recognise the sounds the letters make and 
blend them into words. You can help by ensuring they have a distraction free 
environment and by encouraging them to segment and blend the words. Try to 
choose a time when they are not too tired. Check that your child knows where to 
start reading (Page 1) and that the print is read from left to right.
• Encourage self-correcting e.g. if your child reads the word crad instead of 

crab encourage them to see this error for themselves and have another go at 
the word. Over praise them when they do this as this is a key reading 
behaviour which we need to develop

• Encourage them to use the three cues: does it sound right (is it something we 
would say), does it look right (visual recognition of word and letter shape), 
and does it make sense

• Check they have understood the story and can tell you the key information. Many 
early readers lose the understanding as they have to concentrate hard to decode 
the text. Their understanding should improve as they become more fluent

• Children should have a book where they have between 5 and 10 % error rate. 
This is called an instructional level. At this level most pupils will be best able to 
develop their reading skills
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Games and Activities
Developing general skills for learning
• Improve memory and concentration by playing simple card and board games, 

for example Snap, Lotto, and Pairs
• Improve memory by playing Kim’s Game: put four or five objects on a tray. 

Give your child time to look at them. Cover the tray and ask your child to 
name the objects

• Develop listening skills by using stories and nursery rhymes on CD, 
DVD and YouTube. Watch multimedia clips e.g. Peppa Pig with your child. 
Develop auditory memory and auditory sequencing skills by asking them 
to retell the story

• Encourage your child to draw pictures of their favourite characters. Encourage 
them to write a few words or sentences to go with their picture. Writing a 
letter to Grandpa or writing a shopping list also helps children to see the point 
of writing. Do not worry if there are spelling errors, ask your child to read 
you what they have written. Praise them to give them encouragement to do 
further writing

Word activities
• Look for words, signs and logos when you are out and about
• Word building: use magnetic letters on the fridge sponge letters in the 

bath to make words
• Ask them to find two or more words that are the same in their reading 

book, e.g. they
• Draw attention to the starting sound of a word and then ask them to 

find another word beginning with the same letter sound, e.g. can you 
find another ‘b’

• Write a simple sentence from their reading book, chop up the words and 
ask your child to put the words in the correct order
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Phonics activities
Encourage your child to recognise rhymes. Sing rhyming songs.
• If rhyming words appear on a page, see if your child can spot them. Don’t 

worry if they can’t; but point out that they ‘sound the same at the end’
• If you have an ipad or iphone there are many cheap apps. Phonics Studio, 

Hairy Letters, Grasshopper and Alligator apps are all popular. Find one that 
works for your child. Likewise there are many free online resources if you 
google phonics or reading skills. If you find a particularly good one please 
let us know

Reading enjoyment
When you read aloud, include some books which are only slightly too hard for 
your child. They will soon begin to read them. Try sharing a book together – you 
read one page and your child reads the next. This has three main advantages:
You are modelling what fluent reading sounds like.
The book is completed 
more quickly, and your 
child is more likely to 
want to re-read it 
(You can swap pages.)
If your child loses the 
meaning of the story 
while they concentrate 
on reading their pages, 
they can pick up the 
meaning again while 
you are reading. 
Join the library. The library has books, ebooks and audio books. Libraries run 
Storytimes programmes for pre-schoolers, Bookbug sessions, Summer Reading 
Challenges and special events. Details can be found online at www.dumgal.gov.
uk/lia. If you have a Kindle/Hudl, ebooks can be downloaded through the Kindle 
library for free with Amazon Prime. 
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Advanced reading skills
As your child becomes a proficient reader, they will begin to read fluently and with 
phrasing. They will begin to use intonation and expression to aid understanding. 
At this point it is useful to ask them to read out loud to younger siblings or 
cousins. Books with a lot of dialogue are useful for developing this skill. This will 
help them to develop reading confidence. If your child struggles with this aspect, 
you could model reading with expression. Reading with a grandparent or other 
close family member can help. 
As children develop their reading skills they will also be developing higher 
order thinking skills. They will begin to be able to infer from the text. You can 
encourage the ability to infer by asking inferential questions.
Children will begin to use punctuation and put the emphasis on the right part of 
the sentence to get the right meaning.

…Finally
Developing a child’s reading skills is a team effort. If you have any questions 
or concerns please talk to your class teacher.
If you have any ideas to contribute please let us know. What you have found 
works for your child may work well for another child.
If you would like to become a parent helper and hear children read or help develop 
reading skills in school; please contact the school office or your class teacher.
If there is enough interest we can organise workshops that will show you how you 
can use games to help develop your child’s literacy and numeracy skills. If you are 
interested please contact the school office or learning support teacher.

Thank you for taking the time to read this booklet.
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